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Revit architecture software tutorials pdf

Founded in 1997 and acquired by Autodesk in 2000, Revit is a BIM software suite (construction and modeling information) for structural engineers, MEP engineers (mechanical, electrical and plumbing) and landscape professionals. This package allows you to design a building or building and its
components in 3D while annotating with two-medium elements. It also has BIM 4D features that allow you to plan and track the different stages of the building's life cycle. In summary, Rabbit is an all-in-one package for everything building design and modeling. Being such a multi-faceted software
package, Revit has a large number of tools. Because of this, new users may find it quite difficult to navigate the application, regardless of previous experience with CAD software packages. In this guide, we will continue with Revit's interface, controls, commands, and ue. We will also review the editing and
registration processes of the software package. This guide is based on the latest version of Revit when writing the movie, Revit 2020 (however, we may refer to video tutorials or screenshots from other versions if they are particularly useful.) No matter which version you use, there are likely to be many
similarities in the general interface and workflow. User interface first thing, let's talk about the user interface. When you launch the application, you come into first contact with the launch screen. The launch screen is roughly divided in two. The top half contains the Project area where you can open a
previous project you were working on, create a brand new project, or access common templates such as construction, architecture, structural, and mechanical templates. The top half also contains thumbnail links to your last four projects, so you can easily access them. The bottom half of the launch
screen contains the families area where existing families can be opened or new Revit families can be created. This area also contains thumbnails of some common families. Rabbit's launch screen. What are you doing? You're probably wondering the difference between Rabbit projects and families. The
difference is that while Project is used to design an entire structure or structure with multiple elements and a general environment, families contain individual objects that are used by import-ready articles for the Revit project. For example, a Revit architecture family may contain furniture, walls, windows,
and doors; A family in the building may contain beams, roofs and columns; And a light family may contain light bulbs, fans and sockets. You can create Revit families within Revit or download from the internet. On the right side of the launch screen is the resource panel where you receive news, updates,
and information from Autodesk, creators of Revit. The Resource Panel is actually a series of hyperlinks to resources The top area of the launch screen contains a series of tabs and instructions located on a menu bar. Keep in mind that the launch screen menu bar is just a centralized form of the main
menu bar of the software, which you can see as soon as you start your project. In the left corner of the menu bar is a menu button. As with other Autodesk software packages, this button is marked by the first letter of the application in question; In this case, R which represents Revit. Clicking the R icon will
open a standard set of file commands such as Open, New, Save, Save As, Import, and Options. The option button opens a lot of important general settings which we recommend you go through the first time you start the main drawing interface of the application to access the main drawing interface, you
need to start a project by clicking New in the Projects area of the startup screen or by clicking the R menu icon and selecting New. You will be prompted to select a template. For this tutorial, we'll use the architecture template. The primary drawing interface is somewhat similar to those of other CAD
applications. You have a set of instructions and a menu bar at the top of the screen, a property panel on the left, a project browser on the right, a large drawing area in the center. The menu bar that was concentrated and had limited access to the launch screen is now expanding and accessible. It
contains most of the tools and features for painting, modeling, simulating, collaborating and collaborating, making Rabbit, Revit. These tools and features are organized neatly into a series of tabs on the menu bar. Each tab contains a different pane that in turn contains individual tools. Revit menu bar.
(Source). The first tab on the menu bar is the Architecture tab. It is used to create, model, and analyze the solid parts of a building or structure such as walls, roofs, ceilings, stairs, and rooms. The tools under the Architecture tab are arranged in seven panels; Build, cycle, model, room and place, opening,
datum, and work plan. The next tab, the Structure tab, is dedicated to all structures and structural engineering. These include beams, walls, panels, foundations, pillars, and reinforcements. Tools below a structure tab from group to 7 pane; Structure, base, reinforcement, model, opening, data and
workplace. You may have noticed that, like architecture, the first three panels under a structure are dedicated to correct painting, while the rest is used to edit and model the drawing with high preciseness. After the Structure tab is the Systems tab, which is divided into multiple panels; HVAC (ventilation



heating and air conditioning), manufacturing, P&amp;ID (piping and instrumentation chart), collaboration, mechanical, plumbing, electricity, model, and workplace. The Systems tab contains all the MEP engineering tools you need in your building, such as canals, pipes, plumbing, and electrical
accessories. Insert tab lets you Importing, linking, or loading CAD files and other file format projects, regardless of the CAD software package. All the tools you need to do this are included on the Annotations tab under the following panels; Dimension, detail, text, tag, color fill, and symbol. Using the
Annotations tab, you can dimension the drawing, add specific symbols, attach texts, list parts, and create tags. The Analysis tab that follows allows you to perform different in-depth analysis of the three-death model that you created. This is where you can perform structural analysis, heating and cooling
assessments, and energy analysis. The Thasa and Site tab lets you topography the relationship in which your building can sit. You can create the surface area, add trees and a parking space, view mass and tonal areas, place blocks, and manage pallets. The Collaboration (Source) tab by using a
process called Work Sharing, a tools program under the Collaboration tab allows you to interact with other Revit users. Revit Collaboration Tools are one of its most important features as they allow you to open other users' projects, merge projects and work together on the same project. Next is the View
tab. The View tab is basically a visualization tab that allows you to create different views of your model, from 3-d-1-1-system views and sections, to planning views, hidden lines, uploading up, and visibility. The tab is divided into graphics, creation, sheet composition, and windows. After the View tab is the
Manage tab. This tab contains day-to-day settings in your project, such as materials and project location. The tab is divided into settings, formatting options, project management, project location, phasing selection, inquiry, and macros. The Add-in tab is a feature of the full version of Revit that allows you
to extend its functionality by adding plug-ins that improve your workflow process. Finally, we have the Change tab. This tab contains a toolkit that allows you to change the project elements that you created. You can copy, move solutions, and expand items by using a variety of tools. These tools are
categorized into properties, changing, walking, measuring, and creating. Quick Access Toolbar The Quick Access Toolbar is a narrow bar of commands and tools located just above or below the menu bar. Revit Quick Access Toolbar. What are you doing? It contains common commands such as open,
reactivate, cancel, and save. It also contains some of your most common features. You can customize or re-order the Quick Access Toolbar for your preference by adding or removing tools. To add a tool, right-click the tool and select Add to Toolbar. You can rearrange the contents of the Quick Access
Toolbar by clicking the Customize icon at the far right of Remove. Property Panel The property panel located on the right side of the screen is used to display the parameters and theirs Properties of all the components that you create in Revit. The color palette is typically degenerate when you start a
project but when you add more and more elements, their properties are displayed. Keep in mind that these properties can be edited to suit your preference. To view the properties of an element in your project, just click it and its properties will be displayed. You can close the property panel to enlarge the
drawing area by using the small x located in the right corner of its title bar. You can open it by typing PP on your keyboard. The Project browser to the right of the screen is the project browser used to navigate through all the different views included in the project. Like the three properties, the project
browser may close by clicking the small x on the right side of the browser title bar. To reopen it, right-click the drawing area and select Project Browser. Drawing Area The drawing area is the central area of the app screen where you will perform most of your drawing, modeling, and details. You can think
of it as a drawingboard where you can draw whatever you want. The drawing area receives the highest percentage of screen space. It's like an in-app app window. In the upper-right corner of the drawing area, there are the three icons that can be found in almost any application window; Close, minimize,
and reduce its size. This means that you can close the drawing area without closing Revit, opening multiple drawing areas, minimizing a drawing area, and resizing it by nudge the borders. Before you start drawing before you start your project in Revit, there are certain steps you need to take to ensure
that your workflow is perfectly right for you. One of the first steps is to check the default settings. As mentioned earlier in this guide, you can find most of these settings in the options under the menu button. Here, you can set the frequency of the save reminder, change the graphics, switch or turn off the
various interfaces of the software, and choose a file location. Then, check the settings on the Manage tab of the menu bar. Here you can select different materials for your project, select different formatting options, and change units. Drawing and editing now that we know ourselves completely with revit's
interface, let's start painting properly. To make it easier for you to draw an element, Revit allows you to select the specific elements that you want to draw before you begin drawing. For example, you want to draw a simple home. The first component is the floor. To draw a floor, click Floor under the Build
pane of the Architecture tab. It opens an array of geometry including line, arc, ellipse, circle, polygon. Click one of these colors that are displayed under the Change tab to activate it. Then, click the drawing area and move the mouse to apply that shape in the direction that you want. Repeat these steps
until the floor is complete. The procedure is The same for walls, accessories, roofs, and any other components or buildings you want to create. Below is a great visual introduction to Revit modeling. Recommended Resources Revit is such a wide program and the things covered in this guide are just the
basics. To learn more about Revit, you can use one of the following resources. Resources.
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